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SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

Minimum required attendance for this course is 28 weeks. 
Minimum required attendance per lesson in the course will be 3 weeks. 
After completing each lesson, return to the course main page to access the Lesson test. 

You are required to look up the answer to every question missed on every test; and you are 
to do so whether you pass or fail the test.  You are not to start your attendance for the next 
lesson until you have fulfilled this requirement. 

You are required to look up every scripture referenced in the textbook in your KJV Bible. 
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    You are required to look up every scripture referenced in the textbook in your KJV Bible.This is only required where the actual reference is given.  Where a quote is given without theinclusion of the actual reference, then you are not required to look up that quote in your Bible.If, however, any part of the reference is given, even just the name of the Bible book, then youare to institute a manual search in your concordance or an electronic search in a computer Bibleprogram keyed on a main word or on several main words from the quote and find the scriptureand read it in your KJV.REQUIRED AMOUNT of STUDY:  You are to give a minimum of 1 hour of study for each week of the required minimum attendance for the lesson.  The required minimum attendance is3 weeks per lesson, therefore, you are required to give a minimum of 3 hours of study time overthe duration of this lesson.  (Three weeks multiplied by one hour per week equals three hours.)It is recommended that if you cannot give one hour per week for each of the three weeks of requiredattendance that you extend your weeks of attendance to whatever number is necessary for youto give 3 full hours to the study of the material in this lesson.  You will be asked on the lessontests from time to time if you have given 3 hours of time to the study of the material of eachlesson up to that point in the course.  If your answer is "No" then you will fail that test.    The 3 hours study requirement can be fulfilled in any way that you see fit.  However, given thedepth of the material it is not recommended that you study the lesson for three hours at a singlesetting.  Mental fatigue is sure to ensue.  Spreading the study time out at one hour per singlesetting would be better than trying to study three hours straight.  By "cramming" your studytime into one continuous setting you will surely guarantee that you will retain much less of thematerial in your permanent memory.  Cramming depends too much on short-term memory forit to be valuable in the long run.  Retention of as much material as possible is always the goalin study.  And the best way to accomplish that goal, or at least strive better toward it, is tospread intense study, such as is required in this course because of the depth of the material,over at least several days.  You have 3 weeks minimum for each lesson in this course.  Therefore,a wise course would be to give one hour per week to the study of the material for an overalltime of 3 hours study, minimum.   This is just a suggestion.    As long as you give a minimum of 3 hours total study time for each lesson in this course, youwill meet the study time requirement.  How you divide the time up during the three week periodis up to you.  But a prudent division of study time would be the one suggested above.
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"The real value of colleges and universities is not to beestimated by the magnitude of buildings or endowments,but by the increase of mental power and moral force."-  Ransom Dunn  -
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See Ed. Note on the next several pages for clarity concerning Hell.



Ed. Note: We must disagree with the author on this point that divine punishment must be figurative.  The
torments of Hell cannot be figurative.  And although the Lake of Fire was not mentioned by the author, it must also
be discussed whenever Hell is discussed in order to get the complete picture of Divine Punishment.

Hell is a place of torment perceived as physical.  The mind, indivisible as it is from the soul, only perceives pain
because of its connection to the brain which is the central processing organ of the human body.  The brain processes
all of the sensory input from the body’s nervous system and translates those as gross groupings that we can use. 
Sensations of pain, smooth, rough, hot, cold, thirst, etc., are but some of those gross groupings.  We have certain
built in reactions to certain groupings of sensations and others are learned.  Extremes of hot, cold, or pressure, cause
pain, and we are hard-wired to react immediately to those extremes.  Other reactions, such as a reaction to sensual
touch, can be a combination of built in reaction to the sensation but also involves a measure of learned reaction
through positive reinforcement.

 Scriptural and medical definitions:

Luke 16:19-31

:24  tormented   Gk  @*L<T:"4 (od-dune-oh-mie),to grieve, sorrow, torment

:25   tormented   Gk  @*L<"F"4 (od-dune-a-sigh) to grieve, sorrow, torment

:28  torment   Gk $"F"<@L (bas-an-oo) torture:- torment

:24  flame   Gk  N8@(4 (flogee) a blaze:- flame

The passage in Luke is obviously talking about the perception of acute pain brought on by burning in a flame.

Acute pain (medical definition and explanation):

Acute pain often results from tissue damage, such as a skin burn or broken bone. Acute
pain can also be associated with headaches or muscle cramps. This type of pain usually
goes away as the injury heals or the cause of the pain (stimulus) is removed.

To understand acute pain, it is necessary to understand the nerves that support it. Nerve
cells, or neurons, perform many functions in the body. Although their general purpose,
providing an interface between the brain and the body, remains constant, their capabilities
vary widely. Certain types of neurons are capable of transmitting a pain signal to the brain.

As a group, these pain-sensing neurons are called nociceptors, and virtually every surface
and organ of the body is wired with them. The central part of these cells is located in the
spine, and they send threadlike projections to every part of the body. Nociceptors are
classified according to the stimulus that prompts them to transmit a pain signal.
Thermoreceptive nociceptors are stimulated by temperatures that are potentially tissue
damaging. Mechanoreceptive nociceptors respond to a pressure stimulus that may cause
injury. Polymodal nociceptors are the most sensitive and can respond to temperature and
pressure. Polymodal nociceptors also respond to chemicals released by the cells in the area
from which the pain originates. 

Nerve cell endings, or receptors, are at the front end of pain sensation. A stimulus at this
part of the nociceptor unleashes a cascade of neurotransmitters (chemicals that transmit
information within the nervous system) in the spine. Each neurotransmitter has a purpose.
For example, substance P relays the pain message to nerves leading to the spinal cord and
brain. These neurotransmitters may also stimulate nerves leading back to the site of the
injury. This response prompts cells in the injured area to release chemicals that not only
trigger an immune response, but also influence the intensity and duration of the pain.

This medical definition and explanation is obviously valid only for the time of physical existence and depends
upon the physical existence of the body, including all of the nerves involved and the central processor and collator



for the information supplied by the nerves, the brain.  These then, during physical existence which we call life, give
some type of stimulus to the mind by some unknown connection, whether material or immaterial is not germane
to our discussion, and the mind translates that into the perception of pain.   The mind uses those various stimuli, in
this case pain but we must also include all of the range from pain to pleasure and all of the shades in-between, to
connect it to the physical body and through that body to the material universe- God’s creation- of which the body,
including the nervous system and the brain, is a part.  However, since the mind is not God, then it too must be part
of the creation.  Not considered by the scholars a part of the physical creation but, nevertheless, still part of the
creation.  Since there is a physical creation and a spiritual creation, and the mind is not part of the physical creation,
remember, mind and brain are two separate things, then it must be part of the spiritual creation.  In that sense, then,
we can conclude that it is either the same thing as the soul or at least one is an inextricable part of the other.
  

At death the connection between the immaterial mind and the material brain is severed.  Therefore, the mind is
cut off from those perceptions which are derived from stimuli sent to it from the brain because the brain is dead and
so are all of the nerves that make up the network we call the nervous system that is connected to every part of the
body including the enveloping organ we call the skin, where the nerve endings are present in abundance.  Therefore,
the physical stimuli that are sensed by the nerve endings that are, for our current discussion, caused by tissue being
burnt in a flame, that are then processed and collated by the central processor, the brain, are no longer capable of
having their messages relayed to the mind to enable us to feel that thing that we call pain because the body is dead.
  

Now the question is, how can the rich man in the event recorded for us in the book of Luke express such adamant
insistence that he is being tormented by flame?  As it is put in verse :28, he feels that he is in a place of torture (a
literal translation of the Greek word used.)  And also, incidentally, he insists that he feels thirst.  That his tongue
is “parched,” as we would say; and we can infer from that statement that he believes he has a tongue.
  

:24 “send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger in water, and cool my tongue...”
  

How can this be when the body is dead?  And since the body is dead it is not only incapable of sensing the
burning of the flame, but is also incapable of sending sensory messages through the nervous system to that part of
it called the brain; and since it, the brain, is dead and, therefore, is incapable of receiving, processing and collating
the sensory messages and relaying them to the mind, how can the mind of the rich man perceive that he is feeling
acute pain and thirst (“torment... tormented ... cool my tongue”) and is being tortured in the flame?
  

The explanation is actually quite simple.  God is the creator of both the physical and the spiritual realm- the latter
being referred to by many today as the metaphysical realm (metaphysical  def. incorporeal, supernatural) to which
they relegate this thing called “the mind.”

Psychology- mind, the human faculty to which are ascribed thought, feeling, etc.; often regarded as an
immaterial part of a person.

Although there are multitudes of different views concerning mind and soul and whether they are the same thing,
we can find the modern perception summed up in the following quote:

Jose M.R. Delgado writes, "Aristotelian thought has permeated most Occidental philosophical
systems until modern times, and the classification of man's function as vegetative, sensitive,
and rational is still useful. In present popular usage, soul and mind are not clearly
differentiated and some people, more or less consciously, still feel that the soul, and perhaps
the mind, may enter or leave the body as independent entities."

  

Whether mind and soul are the same thing is not germane to our current discussion; but, at the least, that they
are inextricably intertwined is quite obvious.  What is germane is the fact that mind is immaterial but subject to
outside stimuli.  And during its time dwelling in the physical body, all stimuli sent to it come from the physical
creation exclusively through that physical body and the mind’s unexplained connection with that part of the body
called the brain which is the sole processor, collator, and sender of sensory information from the creation through
the nervous system to it.
  

That the mind exists in the rich man in the book of Luke is quite obvious because of the conversation that he is



carrying on and the feelings he is expressing in the story recorded there.  His conversation conveys all of the
necessary elements of mind.

The following are commonly listed as “mental faculties” or faculties of the mind:  thought, memory, imagination,
feeling, perception, emotion (love, fear, hate, joy, remorse, etc.), attention, free-will, consciousness, and others. 
All of these that are appropriate for the situation recorded in Luke ch. 16 are expressed by the rich man.  The
following are just a few examples from the story.

thought - He obviously is thinking in order to carry on a lucid conversation.  He also is using reason.
memory - He speaks of his brothers at home, which denotes memory of them.
imagination - He imagines that they could come to the place of torment where his is.
feeling - He is expressing “feeling” in several ways.  In the physical sense, he is obviously showing personal

consciousness of the pain, “feeling” the pain as we would say.  In addition he is expressing the fact that
he is “feeling,” in an emotional sense of the word, the emotional pain caused by the thought that his
brothers might also come to the place of torment if they did not repent of their sins.

 perception, emotion (fear and also at least a tinge of remorse), attention, free-will, consciousness are also
present in amounts easily perceived through the conversation of the rich man in the story.

 

From just these few expressions of the presence of its faculties, that he still possesses that thing called
“mind” is beyond question.
 

Stimuli:  Since we know that God is the creator of both the material and the immaterial realm, then we can
deduce two things: (1) that stimuli in the material (physical) realm are part of His creation and operate by
the rules  that He has set up for them; and (2) that stimuli in the immaterial realm are also part of His
creation and operate by the rules that He has set up for them.  Further, we can deduce that since He is the
Creator and controller of the processes both material and immaterial that make stimuli possible in their
respective realms, then He is in total control of those stimuli in both the material and the immaterial realm
in all of their operations and manifestations.  In other words, He controls them at all times and in all ways. 
 

We saw earlier that when in the physical body, the mind receives stimuli from the physical creation solely
through that physical body and those stimuli, properly processed by the brain and transmitted to the mind
in some manner as yet unknown, are perceived by the mind as pain, thirst, etc. However, after death the
mind/body connection, however that connection operates, is severed.  We know there are other stimuli
transmitted to the mind from the spiritual realm, from God, while we are in our physical bodies; but, for our
current purposes we are going to concentrate solely on the stimuli that cause pain, thirst, etc., and while in
the physical body those stimuli are solely from the physical realm.
 

Now to return to the question at hand, how can the mind of the rich man in the events recorded in Luke
be feeling tormenting pain and thirst when he no longer has a body!  His body is in the grave and his
soul/mind are in Hell; and there is no slightest suggestion in the Bible that during this period there is any
link between them through which stimuli from the body could reach the mind.  Nor is there any suggestion
that the inert and non-functioning body in the grave is experiencing physical stimuli that could be relayed
to the brain and forwarded to the mind where it could be perceived as pain and thirst.  Nor is there any
physical way it could be sensing those stimuli even if they existed because it is dead, inert, non-functioning
in any way shape or form; i.e., it is inert matter slowly returning to the elements (dirt or dust of the ground
as the Bible calls it) from which it was originally made.
 

Then how can the rich man obviously be feeling these physical sensations?  The explanation is as follows. 
He is not feeling the physical sensations.  He is simply feeling the sensations.  Although the physical stimuli
and processes are absent, it is obvious that his mind is still experiencing stimuli that it is processing as pain
and thirst.  (Research “phantom pain” experienced in a severed limb or organ.)  Since all processes when
the mind was connected to the physical brain, nervous system, and sensors that made a connection between
the creation and the mind, were from the Creator of the physical universe, then we must conclude that the
stimuli the mind of the rich man is receiving in the spiritual realm, which it is processing as pain and thirst,
must also be from the Creator of it.  The mind, it seems from the story in Luke, can only process stimuli in



one way; in this current scenario, its perceptions of acute pain as of burning and thirst.  Where the stimuli
come from is not important, whether from the Creator through the physical Creation or from the Creator
through the spiritual Creation, the end result is the same.  The mind of the rich man is processing the stimuli
the same way in the spiritual realm as it used to process them in the physical realm.  Experientially he cannot
tell the difference.  The pain of burning is pain of burning and the agony of thirst is the agony of thirst no
matter if the stimuli are from the physical part of God’s creation or the spiritual part of God’s creation.  He
believes he has a physical body because the result experienced by him is the same as it was when he did have
a body and experienced pain when he burned himself and thirst when he lacked water.  Only now it is God
supplying the stimuli, in this case a large amount of stimuli, through the spiritual creation to exact Divine
Punishment.
 

This punishment is justly pronounced on the lost man and it is everlasting because the condemnation is
everlasting.  (Mt 25:31-46)  The pain of burning and agony of thirst will continue forever because the
everlasting God will supply the stimuli for them through eternity to come.

Supply of stimuli.
The  everlasting God will supply these everlasting stimuli in two ways.
1. Supply in the spiritual creation.

He will supply the stimuli in the spiritual realm for however long the mind of the lost man is in Hell.
Then at the judgment the body of the lost man will be brought out of the grave, or out of the sea

if he was buried at sea, and his soul/mind will be brought out of the spiritual realm of Hell, which the
mind of the lost man has perceived as physical, and the two will once again be joined together.

The Great White Throne judgment will then take place and the soul/mind once again joined to a
physical body will be cast into the Lake of Fire forever.  (Rev 20:11-15)

2. Supply in the physical realm.
Once the lost are, body and soul, in the Lake of Fire, the Creator, God, will once again supply the

stimuli in a physical way, a lake of fire, and the mind of the lost man will continue processing those
physical stimuli as pain of burning and the agony of thirst exactly as he did the spiritual stimuli in the
spiritual realm.

In closing, we cannot agree with the author that the punishment of God is spiritual and couched in
“figurative” language.  The statements in the scriptures are too literal and in context and by comparison to
other similar scriptures cannot be taken in any other than a literal way.

We do agree that the torments of Hell are, as the author of the textbook stated, “Purely mental”; but,
that they are merely symbolic, or, as he put it, “figurative... expressive of the highest types of joy (Heaven)
and of deepest sorrow (Hell)” are simply not acceptable.  Yes, the divine punishment called Hell is purely
mental but that does not mean it is purely figurative in its description.  The description of the acute pain of
burning and the agony of thirst are experientially real to the sufferer.  Mental, Yes, but nonetheless real to
the one experiencing them.  Although mental and taking place in the spiritual realm, they are indistinguish-
able from the same experience if it were suffered in a physical reality.  The lost man cannot tell the
difference.  The stimuli are there, even though from the spiritual creation, and those stimuli have the same
resultant processing in the mind as they would have if they were from the physical creation.  To the sufferer,
Hell is real, the burning is real, the thirst is real, and to their perception the sufferer believes they have a body
through which they believe these stimuli are being processed and delivered to their mind.  To them Hell is
experientially as real as if they were suffering it in their old physical bodies.

Then, when their mind is delivered from Hell and their bodies from the grave or the sea, and the two are
once again joined, then they will experience the Lake of Fire in the physical.  But to them, there is not, nor
can there be, any difference, experientially, between Hell and The Lake of Fire.  The spiritual stimuli of Hell
and the physical stimuli of The Lake of Fire will elicit exactly the same perception in the mind of the lost



man.  Hell will be exactly as real to them as the physical existence they had before death and The Lake of
Fire will once again see them back in the physical creation to suffer eternally.  Their experience of the
Divine Punishment will be their lot through Hell and The Lake of Fire and it will be forever; and they will
not be able to tell any difference between the two- both will be absolutely real to them.   Dr. VBK
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Return to course main pageand take Lesson 5 Test.
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* Ed. Note: By "nominal church" we must understand the term as referring to those
churches who were not zealous in following plain biblical precepts concerning
church doctrine.  And in the context of this current use, the doctrine of Salvation. 
Although the author does not mention any other groups, “nominal church” must be
taken in contrast to those churches who did continue in sound doctrine from the time
of Christ on down to the time of the Reformation.  The author’s references to the
Reformation and especially the language used in those references lead one in the
direction of a belief in the Universal Church, which is, of course, unscriptural.  He
alludes to the Reformation as being the time when the doctrine of Justification was
once again practiced and taught by the Reformers in “the church” rather than in “the
churches”.  Unfortunately this leads one to the idea that there was (and is) but one
“church” and that it was “reformed” and that justification was one of the main
precepts intertwined with that Reformation.
    There are several problems with that thought which are obviously unscriptural;
and, in addition, it ignores the fact of those millions of Christians who never held
allegiance to nor were in any way associated with the Catholic (Universal) Church. 
In fact, those independent Christians were slaughtered by the millions by the
Catholic Church because they refused to join in with the unscriptural Catholic
Church.  And when the Reformation came to pass, then the Reformers likewise
slaughtered the independent Christians who would not join one of their “Reformed”
Catholic Churches.  Which is what all Protestant Churches really are- Reformed
Catholic Churches- that merely call themselves by different names.  Names such as
Lutherans, Presbyterians, etc., and their offshoots that can be named as various
major and minor groups today.  (Methodists, Pentecostals, Assemblies of God, and,
yes, even Baptist groups such as the Southern Baptists that have declared
themselves to be Protestants, as well as all of the other Protestant denominations and
groups.)  All of these are merely Reformed Catholic Churches.
    Therefore, we must take the author’s references and implications with a measure
of caution.  His statements about justification and how the doctrine was one of the
central points around which the Reformation was initiated are quite acceptable.  So
we can use his statements in this section quite well in that limited context but we
cannot accept his Universal Church allusions which are only made because of his
ignoring of the independent groups that held to the true, biblical, doctrine of
justification that were never part of Catholicism nor part of the Reformation but
have always existed apart from both.  And not only existed apart from both the
Catholics and the Protestants but actually predated both.  (Refer to our class on
“The Church”, which is a prerequisite course to this current course.)

Dr. Van
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Ed. Note: This should read "lose rewards" or else clarify that it is only the Old Testament "holy" that are being referred to here.  The NT saints cannot be included because the bible doctrine of Eternal Security guarantees that the NT "holy" or, as we would say, "the saved" or “born again” by acceptance of Christ and His death, burial, and resurrection, cannot "perish" in the sense given here.  They are kept “secure” in their Salvation, by God and through Christ and, therefore, cannot “perish”.  They will, however, suffer a loss of rewards if they sin.
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See the Ed. Note on the next page.
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Ed. Note: The origin of evil is easily understood if one truly believes in the
biblical teaching of “free will.”  God gave to man and angels, actually angels
first, that thing called “free will.”  The angel that we know as Satan used his free
will to conceive of usurpation of God’s authority.  He wanted to exalt his throne
above that of God; i.e., make himself the supreme authority, to be the most high. 
This exercise of free will by Satan and the angels that followed him in his
rebellious quest, which was a misuse of free will, brought evil into the creation
in the spiritual realm.  He, Satan, then brought that evil of disobedience to earth
and presented it to mankind, who then willingly, by exercise of his own free
will, chose the evil and, thereby, ensconced evil into the very fabric of the
physical creation.  Although the devil brought evil to the creation, it was
mankind that made it a part of the creation by his misuse of his free will.  This
he did when Adam chose disobedience rather than obedience to the expressed
command of God.  Remember, for Adam’s wilful sin the creation is cursed, not
because of the sin of Eve.
    Thus, it is easy to see that God did not create evil.  He did give men and
angels free will, which in itself is a good thing but which, by its very definition,
is a thing that can be exercised in a good way or a bad way, but it was the misuse
of that good thing by both angels and men that brought evil into the two halves,
the spiritual and physical, of the creation of God.  Yes, God knew beforehand
what men and angels would do with that thing called free will.  But He also
knew that the angels had the ability, and in Adam we also had the ability, to use
it in a good way.  His knowing that we would not do so is why Christ was the
lamb slain from before the foundation of the world to reconcile erring mankind
to Himself and why hell and the lake of fire were created for the devil and his
angels- for whom no provision of reconciliation was provided.  Only those
duped into evil were provided a Reconciler, while those who invented evil were
not.
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Ed. Note: The bible doctrine of Eternal Security, which you studied earlier, negates the possibility that any saved person can "fall away and perish".  Therefore, we must conclude that this point and much of the discussion that follows in defense of it, is in error.   This section has been left in for continuity of the book but the students are warned of it falsity.
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Ed. Note: One of the problems that cause belief that the believer can "fall away and perish" is the misapplication of scriptures and teachings relating strictly to saints of God, usually Israel, in the Old Testament to the New Testament Christian.  This is, as I said, an error; and it is an error because the OT saints were under a different dispensation than the NT saints.  The doctrine of Eternal Security is a New Testament doctrine, not one of the Old Testament.  Therefore, to apply OT scriptures and teachings that concerned only those OT saints to NT saints will lead to many errors, including the one currently under discussion.
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Ed. Note: Much has been said in this section of apostasy.  Unfortunately it is predicated on the false assumption that an apostate is someone who is saved, and then falls away.  This is not the true definition of the word, based upon biblical teachings.  An apostate is someone who falls from "religion" not from their salvation.  Their very apostasy shows that they only had religion, not Christ.  They did not fall from their Salvation, they fell away from their religion.  They may have professed Christ but they did not possess Christ.
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Ed. Note: Again, the mistake is made of equating those who "professed religion" with those who "accept Christ" as though they were the same and that Salvation is contingent upon "religion" exactly as it is upon "Christ".
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Ed. Note: Again a misapplication of scripture.  The misapplication here is that of continued obedience (perseverance of the saints) as a predicate to the continued Salvation of one's soul; when it actually is speaking of rewards for faithfulness- not loss of Salvation.
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Ed. Note: Using the Septuagint in this manner is a prelude to the error in the following segment on the supposed existence of the Church in the Old Testament.
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Ed. Note: This statement and, therefore, some of the obvious conclusions drawn from it are
in error.  The Church is a New Testament institution and, as such, did not exist in the Old
Testament.
    Only in one place in the New Testament is the word εκκλησια, translated as “church,”
used when speaking of any group in the Old Testament and that was in Acts 7:38.  And that
one time it was used in the context of an assembly of the people of Israel in the wilderness. 
Not in any manner suggesting that it, the assembly of Israel in that place at that time, was in
any way connected with the New Testament institution known as the Church that was built
by Jesus.  At no time does the Bible even suggest that any Old Testament gathering of
people, even for religious purposes, is in any way connected with the New Testament
Church.
    In general, there are two main teachings on the beginnings of the Church.  One biblical
and one not biblical.  Those who believe that the Bible teaches that the Church was started
by Christ during His ministry here on earth, which is in line with biblical teachings,  would
categorically deny that it existed before that time.  The other group, those who erroneously
believe the Church was started at Pentecost, would also disagree that it ever existed before
that time.  Therefore, to believe that the Church existed in the Old Testament would be
denied by the majority of Bible believers today.

    For a more detailed discussion of the subject, see these 3 of the courses prerequisite for
this current course: Bible Doctrines, The Church, and Ecclesiology.

Dr. Van
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Ed. Note: From this point on we are once again on a biblical footing.  The "Divine authority" spoken of by the textbook author should be viewed as that authority given to the Church by way of its institution by Christ as sent from the Father.  Not by any institution of it in the Old Testament from the beginning.
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* Ed. Note: The term "sacraments" should not be used.  The term "ordinances" carries the best biblical meaning.  The term "sacraments" allots some saving power to the ordinances when, biblically, they have none.
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Ed. Note: The "Universal" or, as the author calls it, "general" Church, is not to be understood in the sense of an earthly "Universal" Church.  That is Catholicism and is not scriptural.  No Universal Church can exist on earth until the Lord brings it back with Him at His return.  The Bible only refers to Local Churches when speaking of the churches existing on the earth today and on to the time of the Second Coming of Christ.  (See the prerequisite courses for further explanation.)
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This church does not exist on earth today.
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Ed. Note: To start a Church with the authority delegated from Christ, the One who instituted the first Church, the minister must be sent out by a Church who has that authority in a direct line to the original Church instituted by the Lord Jesus Christ himself.  Without that delegated authority, the minister does not have the right to start a “church”.  This is one of those "Gospel rules and discipline."
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Ed. Note:  This section is in error.  It is not scriptural for such associations to have more than an advisory capacity or authority.  At no time in the Scripture is any type of authority over local churches given to any association, group, or anyone else other than the Local Church body itself.
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Ed. Note: These general directions may be followed if the Local Church decides to do so.  However, they are not necessary to handle cases of Church discipline.  If the scriptural process of handling Church discipline is followed- one on one, then in the mouth of two or three witnesses, then take it to the Church body, such a committee as is suggested in this section is not necessary.  Each Local Church, however, can decide as a body if they want to have such a committee.
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Taking it to a council is not scriptural.
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"Sabbath school" should read “Sunday school.”  Sunday is not nor has ever been the scriptural “Sabbath.”
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Ed. Note: It should be noted that the textbook author uses the terms "minister" or "Gospel minister" to mean a pastor.  This can be misleading.  Biblically, all Christians are called to be "ministers" but all do not minister as pastors.  Keep this difference in terminology in mind when studying this textbook.
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Test Question: Find the scripture that is being referenced in this sentence.  You will be asked in the lesson test to identify it.
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Text Box
Study the biblical difference between supplication and prayer.  Both are enjoined in the Lord's Model prayer in Mt 6:9-13.  Look up the meaning of both terms and refer also: Acts 1:14; Eph 6:18; Php 4:6.  Although the two terms are often interchangeable in the scriptures, still, study the difference between the two when a differentiation is mentioned as in the three references just given.
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Ed. Note: Again, keep in mind that the textbook author equates the Lord's Day, Sunday, with the Sabbath, when it is not biblically the same thing.  The precept of giving a day over to God is inherent in the "Sabbath" but use of the word is misleading when speaking of Sunday, which is the day we give over to God at the leading of New Testament scriptures.  Although our day of worship is based upon the precept of the Sabbath, it is not the same thing.
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Ed. Note: We do give a day to worship of God but it is not the Sabbath of the fourth commandment.  The Law was given to Israel alone at Sinai. We keep the precept given but not the Law given because the Commandments on Sinai were given only to Israel and also because all of the Law was fulfilled by Christ.
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Ed. Note: The Lord administered the ordinance only one time and it was during the Passover.  The Passover only takes place once a year.  Therefore, once a year seems to be the most scriptural.  It is, however, up to the Local Church to decide on its frequency.
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Ed. Note: The textbook author will discuss only two views concerning who may partake of the Local Church ordinance of the Lord's Supper, "close" and "free."  There is, however, a third view called “closed” communion which we will discuss with an Editor’s Note at the end of this section.  This "closed" observance of the ordinance is the one most in line with the Scriptures.
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See Ed. Note at the end of this section.
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See Ed. Note at the end of this section for a refutation of this type of practice of the ordinance.
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Closed Communion: 

The Baptist Position Stated and Defended
John T. Christian

The Baptists are strict communionists and are likely to remain such. We want to be just as
close as the Word of God. If we have prospered as a people it is because we have rigidly
adhered to the Word of God.

Whenever we turn aside from this well-trodden path for mere sentimentality or transient
popularity. the day of our power and usefulness is gone. We are compelled to search for the
old paths, and when we have found them to walk in them. Despite all criticisms and abuse,
we have prospered as strict communionists.

The reason is not far away. In the face of all clamor we have adhered to God's Word and God
has greatly honored us. What he has done in the past he will do in the future. 

There is neither argument nor wisdom in open communion. It is based upon mere sentiment,
and that a false sentiment. We are strict communionists and we are going to remain strict.

This is freely admitted by Rev. J. L. Withrow,. Presbyterian, in an able article in the Interior 

He says: 

"Furthermore, in their favor it is to be said. They have proved, beyond peradventure, that
narrow church doors and severe communion conditions do not bar people out of the Christian
church. Against creeds and communion bars there is ceaseless outcry from some quarters. 

“The Baptists have no chaptered creed, but their unwritten creed, as England's unwritten
constitution, is more insurmountable than the Thirty-nine Articles of , Episcopacy, or the
ponderous chapters of the Westminster Confession. 

“Against chaptered creeds the complaints are so urgent that Congregationalists have recently
made a new one. You may safely offer a dollar for every new convert which has been
captured by that new creed who otherwise would not have been secured. 

“And now the Presbyterians are wasting a heap of hard-earned money (contributed,
communionists much of it, by God's poor for better purposes), and are stirring bad blood
between the brethren in an attempt to smooth off and sweeten up their creed. The claim is that
we keep people out of the church, and candidates out of our ministry with such strict
conditions as now exist. It sounds like arrant nonsense in presence of the fact that the Baptist
church is the strictest church; and yet it is growing, not as a weed, but as the Word of God
is promised to grow. 
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“There is no church, so far as we know, into which it is more difficult to enter than the Baptist
through theological, ecclesiastical and ceremonial conditions. And yet there are throngs
pressing through its narrow threshold. Whoever cares to study this subject of easy and
exacting conditions or church membership, asking which is most likely to secure accessions
to the fellowship of professing Christians, should compare the history of the Baptist church
with that of the liberal churches, so-called."

The practice of restricted communion is no arbitrary affair with us. We think the Lord has
laid down in the New Testament certain.

Prerequisites to the Communion.

We think the Scriptures warrant definite terms of approach to the Lord's Supper. The divine
order is, first, faith; second, baptism; third, church membership; fourth, discipline; fifth,
doctrine; sixth, the Lord's Supper. No man has a right to the Lord's table who has not
exercised faith, been baptized, and is a member of the church, subject to its discipline, and
agreeing with it in doctrine. This is so important that I shall illustrate and defend it from a
number of standpoints.

The Lord Jesus himself instituted the Supper. A record of this event is given in Matthew
26:26-30: 

"And as they were eating, Jesus took bread, and blessed it, and brake it, and gave it to the
disciples, and said, Take, eat; this is my body. And he took the cup, and gave thanks, and
gave it to them, saying, Drink ye all of it; for this is my blood of the new testament, which is
shed for many for the remission of sins. But I say unto you, I will not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom. And
when they had sung a hymn, they went out into the Mount of Olives."

We have no right to change a qualification. Were these disciples baptized? There is no doubt
about it. Robert Hall, the foremost defender of open communion, admits this. He says: "It is
almost certain that some, probably the most of them had been baptized by John." (Works, vol.
1, p. 303) 

In the Gospel of John at least four of the disciples were declared to be disciples of John the
Baptist. (1:36--40.) Jesus also made and baptized disciples. (John 4:1-2.) It is not reasonable
to suppose that Jesus would have selected men to represent himself, who had refused to obey
the first and plainest command of the Gospel. 

Says Knapp: 

"The practice of the first Christian church confirms the point that the baptism of John was
considered essentially the same with Christian baptism. For those who acknowledged that
they had professed, by the baptism of John, to believe in Jesus as the Christ, and who in



consequence of this had become in fact his disciples, and had believed in him, were not, in
a single instance, baptized again into Christ, because this was considered as having been
already done. Hence we do not find that any apostle or any other disciple of Jesus was the
second time baptized; not even that Apollos mentioned in Acts 18:25, because he had before
believed in Jesus Christ although he had received only the baptism of John." (Christ
Theology, p.45.)

But the Scriptures do not leave us in doubt on this subject. When an apostle was to be chosen
in the place of Judas Iscariot, he was required to be a disciple of John, as were the rest of the
apostles. I quote Acts 1:21, 22: "Wherefore of these men which have accompanied with us
all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out among us, beginning from the baptism of
John, unto that same day that he was taken up from us, must one be ordained to be a witness
with us of his resurrection."

This passage undoubtedly teaches that an apostle must have been a disciple of John. In fact
this is made an absolute qualification. This interpretation is sustained by the foremost
scholars.

Alexander, Presbyterian, says: "The idea evidently is, that the candidate must not only have
believed Christ's doctrines and submitted to his teaching, as a disciple in the widest sense,
but, formed a part of that more permanent body which appears to have attended him from
place to place, throughout the whole course of his public ministry." (Acts of the Apostles
Expl.)

Gloag says: "In these verses Peter assigns the necessary qualifications of the new apostle. He
must have associated with them during all of the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out
among them; that is, during the whole of his public ministry. He states the commencement
of that period to be the baptism of John, and its termination to be the day of the ascension."
(Cris. and Exeget. Comn. on Acts.)

Burkitt says: "That is one who had followed Christ from his baptism to his ascension."

Adam Clarke, Methodist, says: "They judged it necessary to fill up this blank in the
apostolate, by a person who had been an eye witness of the acts of our Lord. Went in and out.
A phrase which includes all the actions of life. Beginning from the baptism of John. From the
time that Christ was baptized by John in Jordan; for it was at that time that his public ministry
properly began." (Com., vol. 3, p. 694.)

Barnes, Presbyterian, says: "The word `beginning from' in the original refers to the Lord
Jesus. The meaning may be thus expressed, 'during the time in which the Lord Jesus,
beginning (his ministry) at the time he was baptized by John, went in and out among us, until
the time in which he was taken up.' etc. From those who had during that time been the
constant companions of the Lord Jesus must one be taken, who would thus be a witness of
his whole ministry."



It is no answer to assert that John's baptism was not Christian baptism; for beyond doubt this
was all the baptism Christ ever received and none of the persons baptized by John were ever
rebaptized. It answers every requirement of the Lord Jesus and we ought to be satisfied.

Says Knapp:

"The object of John's baptism was the same of that of Christian. And from this it may be at
once concluded that it did not differ essentially from the latter. John exhorted the persons
baptized by him to repentance and to faith in the Messiah who was shortly to appear, and
make these duties obligatory upon them by this rite, And as soon as Jesus publicly appeared,
John asserted in the most forcible manner that he was the Messiah, and so required of all
whom he had then or before baptized, that they should believe in Jesus as the Messiah. Now
in Christian baptism, repentance and faith in Jesus as the Messiah are likewise the principal
things which are required on the part of the subjects of this rite." (Christ Theol., p. 485.)

Turrettin maintains with great learning and force that "the baptism of John was the same
essentially with that of Christ," or Christian baptism.

Calvin says: 

"This makes it perfectly certain that the ministry of John was the very same as that which was
afterwards delegated to the apostles. For the different hands by which baptism is administered
do not make it a different baptism, but sameness of doctrine proves it to be the same. John
and the apostles agreed in one doctrine. Both baptized unto repentance, both for the remission
of sins, both in the name of Christ, from whom repentance and remission of sins proceed.
John pointed to him is the Lamb of God who taketh away the sin of the world, thus describing
him as the victim accepted of the Father, the propitiation of righteousness, and the author of
salvation. What could the apostles add to this confession?" (Inst. Christ. Relig., vol. 3, pp.
332, 333.)

We are not, therefore, left in doubt about baptism preceding the Lord's Supper.

You will also notice that in the celebration of this first Supper there was no one present
except the twelve apostles. His mother was not there; Mary, Martha and Lazarus were not
present; the seventy were not admitted, indeed there were no other participants, and no
spectators. There was no foolish sentimentality about this observance. Not one argument that
open communionists urge can be based upon the institution of the supper by Jesus.

This is the teaching of the great commission. Matthew 28:19, 20, states: "Go ye therefore,
and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo,
I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world."

I love to go back to foundation principles, and learn what Christ has commanded, and then



I know how to obey. By this law we are required in the first place, to teach or preach the
Gospel; secondly, to baptize those who believe; and thirdly, to instruct such baptized
believers to observe all things whatsoever Christ has commanded: and the order in which
these several duties are here stated, is as imperative as the duties themselves.

This argument is so important, and the logic, of Dr. Hibbard, the Methodist writer, so just,
that I transcribe a paragraph from him: 

"The reader will perceive that the argument is based entirely upon the ORDER of the
apostolic commission. It may be questioned by some whether the argument is genuine, and
whether it is entitled to any considerable force. But suppose we assume in opposite ground?
Suppose we say that the things commanded are important to be done, but the order observed
in the commission is a subject, of indifference. Now what will be the consequences of this
position? What but total and irretrievable confusion? The apostles go forth; they are intent
upon doing all that Christ commanded them, but the order of the duties is a subject of
indifference. The consequence is that some are baptized before they are converted from
heathenism; some receive the holy supper before either baptism or conversion; others are
engaged in a course of instruction before they are discipled; and the most incoherent and
unsuitable practices everywhere prevail. Improper persons are baptized, or baptism is
improperly delayed; the holy supper is approached before the candidate is duly prepared, and
it is therefore desecrated, or it is unduly withheld from rightful communicants. Is not the
prescribed ORDER, therefore, in the administration of the ordinances, and the duties of the
apostolic commission, all important? And thus we hold that Christ enjoined the order as well
as the duties themselves; and, in this order of Christ, baptism precedes communion at the
Lord's table." (Hibbard on 13 Apt.. P. 2, p. 177.)

The custom of the apostles is in line with the commands of Christ. The divine order is
beautifully set forth in Acts 2:41, 42: "Then they that gladly received his word were baptized:
and the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls. And they continued
stedfastly in the apostle's doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers."
The order is, teaching. gladly receiving the word, baptism, and the Lord's Supper. The Syriac,
the oldest existing translation of the New Testament, so understands this passage.

Calvin says: “I would have breaking of bread understood of the Lord's Supper." (Com. on
Acts.)

Blount, Episcopalian, says: "I consider 'the fellowship' or 'communion' and 'the breaking of
bread' to stand in close combination, and to indicate that another bond by which these first
Christians were joined to the apostles, to one another, and to a unity in Christ, was a
collective participation in the Lord's Supper." (Christ. Ch. First Three Cent.)

Baumgarten, Presbyterian, says: "The third characteristic that is noticed in respect to the
baptized is the breaking of bread. The communion of the Lord with his disciples may very
properly be characteristic that the disciples who, after his resurrection, had recognized him



neither by his form nor by his discourse, immediately knew him upon his breaking of bread
with them. This mode of communion was thereby consecrated; and appears as the proper
medium of a community which lived together as one family." (Com. Acts of Apos.)

Burkitt says: '"Another religious office which they continued constant, was the breaking of
bread; that is, receiving the sacrament.-

Bengel says: "The Lord's Supper is included in this expression." (Gnomon of New Test.)

Every instance of baptism in the New Testament confirms this view. The first duty after
repentance and faith was baptism. As soon as the Samaritans believed the things Philip
preached they were baptized both men and women. (Acts 8:12) The eunuch was baptized at
once upon a profession of his faith. (Acts 8:36, 37) As soon as the scales fell from the eyes
of Paul, he was baptized (Acts 9:18); and the Philippian jailer was baptized the same hour
of the night in which he believed. (Acts 16:33) In none of these cases was there any time to
celebrate the Lord's Supper between a profession of faith and baptism.

I read in Acts 20:7: "And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples came together
to break bread, Paul preached unto them, ready to depart on the morrow; and continued his
speech until midnight." The Syriac version, and well nigh all commentators agree that this
passage refers to the observance of the Lord's Supper. We know that none but disciples were
present, for the passage distinctly says this.

Gloag says: "That is to celebrate the Lord's Supper..'

Paul in writing to the Corinthian church says: 

"For first of all, when ye come together in the church, I hear that there be divisions among
you; and I partly believe it... For I have received of the Lord that which also I delivered unto
you, That the Lord Jesus the same night in which he was betrayed took bread; and when he
had given thanks, he brake it, and said, Take, eat: this is my body, which is broken for you:
this do in remembrance of me. After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had
supped saying, This cup is the new testament in my blood: this do ye. as oft as ye drink it, in
remembrance of me. For as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the
Lord's death till he come. Wherefore whosoever shall eat this bread, and drink this cup of the
Lord, unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord. But let a man examine
himself, and so let him eat of that bread, and drink of that cup."

Paul distinctly says he was addressing the church, verse 18, at Corinth, There is not a word
said about outsiders. Indeed the whole of this epistle is in regard to disorderly members in
the Corinthian church. This passage proves beyond doubt that the Lord's Supper is a church
ordinance.

In chapter 12:12, 13 Paul says that baptism precedes the Lord's Supper. Says he: "For as the



body is one, and hath many members, and all the members of that one body, being many, are
one body; so also is Christ. For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we
be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one
Spirit."

The argument is clear. They have all been baptized into the one body or church; and they
have been made to "drink," or participate of the Lord's Supper, into one Spirit. Bloomfield
says of this passage: "This is the interpretation adopted by almost all commentators, ancient
and modern, who here suppose an allusion to the two sacraments."

Olshausen says: "The allusion in this passage to is unmistakable, so that we may see the
epotistheemen point, to the communion." (Cum.. vol 4, p. 346.)

Burkitt says: "By baptism we were admitted into his church; and this union of ours, one with
another, is testified and declared by our communion at the Lord's table, which is here called
a drinking into the Spirit."

Dr. Charles Hodge says: "The allusion is supposed by Luther, Calvin, and Beza to be to the
Lord's Supper."

Van Oosterzee, Presbyterian, says: "It is worthy of notice that baptism and the Supper are at
least once mentioned by him in one breath, and placed upon a level." (TheoL of New Test.,
p. 328)

MacKnight says: "For indeed with the gifts of one Spirit, we all have been baptized into one
body. or church, whether Jews or Gentiles, whether slaves or freemen, and all are equally
entitled to the privileges of that one body, and derive equal honor from them; and all have
been made to drink in the Lord's Supper of one Spirit of faith and love, by which the one
body is animated."

The priority of baptism to the Lord's Supper is likewise taught in 1 Cor. 10:1-3. The passage
reads: "Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, how that all our fathers
were under the cloud, and all passed through the sea; and were all baptized unto Moses in the
cloud and in the sea; and did all eat the same spiritual meat; and did all drink the same
spiritual drink."

Olshausen says: "Thus in this passage the history of Israel is typically conceived as referring
to the sacramental rites of baptism and the Lord's Supper, which contain like holy vessels all
the blessings of the gospels; and thus in this very passage lies a powerful argument for these
two sacraments." (Corn., vol. 4, p. 309.)

Meyer says: "Just as all receive the self-same type of baptism (verses 1, 2), so too all were
partakers of one and the same analogue of the Christian ordinance of the Supper, so that each
one therefore stood on the very same level of apparent certainty of not being cast off by
God."



Bishop Ellicott says: 

"The spiritual food referred to was, it hardly need to be said, that which typified one part of
the other sacrament." Godet says: "As the holy Supper serves to maintain in salvation those
who have entered into it by the faith professed in baptism, so the Israelites also received, after
the initial deliverance, the favors necessary to their preservation. These benefits,
corresponding to the bread and wine of the Supper, were the manna daily received, and the
water which God caused to issue from a rock in two cases of exceptional distress."

Afford says: "They had what answered to one Christian sacrament, baptism; now the Apostle
shows that they were not without a symbolic correspondence to the other, the Lord's Supper."

Dr. Hodge says: "As the miraculous deliverance and miraculous guidance of the Israelites
was their baptism, so being miraculously fed was their Lord's Supper."

Stanley says: "This is the natural expression for the voluntary pledge involved in Christian
baptism. The food and drink are parallel to the Lord's Supper."

On this point the authorities are conclusive.

From these considerations we think the arguments for baptism as a prerequisite to the Lord's
Supper are most conclusive. When once this proposition is admitted our argument is
impregnable.

But we can go a step further in this argument. We are not only called upon to obey the
ordinances of the Gospel, but we are required to obey them in the divine order. The
Scriptures are unmistakable on this point. Notice the instructions to the churches.

To the church at Corinth Paul writes: "Wherefore I beseech you, be ye followers of me. For
this cause have I sent unto you Timotheus, who is my beloved son, and faithful in the Lord,
who shall bring you into remembrance of my ways which be in Christ, as I teach everywhere
in every church." (1 Cor. 4:16, 17) "Be ye followers of me, even as I am also of Christ. Now
I praise you, brethren, that ye remember me in all things, and keep the ordinances, as I
delivered them to you." (1 Cor. 11:1, 2) "For I have received of the Lord that which I have
delivered unto you;" and he immediately gives directions in regard to the Lord's Supper. (1
Cor. 11:23)

To the church at Philippi: "Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them which walk
so as ye have us for an ensample;" and this exhortation: "Let us walk by the same rule, let us
mind the same thing." (Phil. 3:16, 17)

To the church at Colosse: "For though I be absent in the flesh, yet am I with you in the spirit,
joying and beholding your order, and the steadfastness in your faith in Christ... Beware lest
any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the



rudiments of the world, and not after Christ." (Col. 2:5, 8)

To the church at Thessalonica: "Therefore, brethren, stand fast, and hold the traditions which
ye have been taught, whether by word or our epistle." (2 Thes. 2:15) "And we have
confidence in the Lord touching you, that ye both do and will do the things which we
command you." (2 Thes. 3:4)

No comment on these Scriptures is needed.
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The subject of the millennium was the next one presented in the textbook.  Unfortunately the author did not believe in a literal millennium but instead tried to make the plain language of the scriptures figurative.  This is not in accord with the teachings of the Scriptures.  Therefore, this section of the textbook will not be included in this course.  Instead, the student is referred to our prerequisite course on the Millennium.                                                                                          Dr. Van
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* Ed. Note: It is not wise to use references from the Apocrypha as proof of anything.
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